ABSTRACT The Map-Join-Reduce programming model effectively supports the join operation among different heterogeneous data sets by adding the Join module and processes the multiway joining directly. In this paper, we propose a rigorous description of the Map-Join-Reduce that performs as an executable specification. First, this paper briefly introduces the differences between the Map-Join-Reduce and the MapReduce. Then, we use Haskell to specify each module of the Map-Join-Reduce programming model and analyze the structure and function of each module. Finally, we test the specification by analyzing an example of the mall sales records. The executable specification contributes to helping the developers to unscramble the relationship between the MapReduce and the Map-Join-Reduce, which may serve as a basis for further development of the theory of related programming model design. Furthermore, the most important function of an executable specification is guaranteeing the target informal or semi-formal model with interesting properties. This paper is a forward step to prepare for verifying related properties and, even, providing verified prototypes.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a computing pattern, cloud computing has aroused widespread concern in academia and industry [1] - [3] . Cloud computing changes the traditional services into Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). Many major Internet companies have invested a lot in setting up their own large-scale cluster systems to process large scale data in a low-cost and highly efficient way [4] , [5] .
Programming model plays an important role in cloud computing. In cloud environment, the benefits of programming model are as follows: 1) Lower cost and better performance are achieved by utilizing a number of off-the-shelf computers; 2) Details of scheduling and fault tolerance are hidden by powerful programming interfaces, which effectively reduces the complexity of programming for the developers; 3) The system allows programs to make the full use of resources in cloud.
MapReduce is nearly the most popular programming model in cloud computing. It enables easy development of scalable parallel applications to process the vast amount of data on large clusters of commodity machines [6] . There are many interesting research topics about MapReduce, such as debugging, monitoring, optimization and extension of MapReduce. One of the topics is the executable specifications of MapReduce model and its extensions. Lämmel presented the first step about an executable specification of MapReduce programming model using Haskell [7] and we also proposed an abstract description method of Map-Reduce-Merge in Haskell [8] . These work shows that Haskell is useful in specifying MapReduce and its variants, since Haskell has both the abilities of powerful type checking and full type inference [9] . In fact, this power comes from the truth that MapReduce is inspired by the map and reduce functions commonly found in functional programming. There are many benefits provided by functional programming that have won over framework designers, such as immutability, compositionality, powerful abstraction forms and lazy evaluation. As stated in [10] , data transformation via higher-order functions makes it much easier, by design, to tackle concerns central to distributed systems such as concurrency. As one of powerful functional programming languages, Haskell has the benefits of fast prototyping capabilities, strong type checking and type inference. Haskell has worked as a semi-formal description tool to specify the foundations of programming models for largescale data processing, such as MapReduce and Map-ReduceMerge. In this paper, we target at a Haskell-based executable specification for Map-Join-Reduce. Similar to reference [7] , our development focuses more on basic functions instead of formalizing the more implementational details of an actual, distributed execution of Map-Join-Reduce computations.
Map-Join-Reduce is a filtering-join-aggregation programming model, which extends MapReduce's filteringaggregation programming model [11] . Compared with MapReduce, Map-Join-Reduce adds a special stage called ''Join'' and introduces a filtering-join-aggregation programming model. It modifies a partition function to a great extent. In MapReduce, the shuffling strategy is one-to-one, i.e., the data is transferred from one intermediate node to another MapReduce node, thus the output of the partition function in MapReduce is one value corresponding to the Reduce node number. However, the shuffling policy in MapJoin-Reduce is one-to-many, i.e., the partition function takes key/value pairs as input of a group of hash functions and generates the output from multiple hash functions, which needs to be converted to a single number to correspond to the value of Reduce nodes. The executable specification of Map-Join-Reduce using Haskell would help with a deeper understanding of its programming logic and benefit programming model design. It also contributes to a clearer comparison among MapReduce and its variants, since some of them (such as MapReduce and Map-Reduce-Merge) are specified using Haskell. Further, it would serve the purpose of ensuring the correctness and robustness in the process of programming model design. For example, we could try to use interactive proof assistants to formalize the Map-Join-Reduce model and verify the interesting properties.
In this paper, we use Haskell language to describe all the modules of the Map-Join-Reduce programming model and analyze the function of each module. The contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) an executable specification of MapJoin-Reduce programming model is proposed; 2) the function of each module of Map-Join-Reduce model is defined; 3) the specification is tested by running through an example.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II gives the preliminaries of Map-Join-Reduce and Haskell; Section III presents an overview of the description method; Sections IV, V and VI present definitions of Map module, Join module and Reduce module, respectively; Section VII evaluates the method with a case study about sales records analysis; Section VIII describes the related work and Section IX concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
The aim of this paper is to present an executable specification of Map-Join-Reduce using Haskell. To better prepare for it, we briefly introduce Map-Join-Reduce and Haskell in this section.
A. MAP-JOIN-REDUCE PROGRAMMING MODEL
Map-Join-Reduce programming model adds Join module between Map module and Reduce module to process complex data analytical tasks of multiple data sets. All the details about running, such as the concurrency of join operation, are handled by the runtime system, so the difficulty during development is reduced to a large extent. Map-Join-Reduce introduces a one-to-many shuffling strategy to improve performance in joining of multiple data sets. Compared with other programming models based on MapReduce, Map-JoinReduce avoids frequent shuffling of intermediate results and improves processing efficiency. What is more, Map-JoinReduce adopts programming interfaces of Hadoop, which is compatible with original programming models. Through TableInputs.addTableInput, TableInputs.addJoiner and other interfaces, it processes joining of multiple data sets effectively and experimental results have showed the relatively high performance.
When executing a Map-Join-Reduce task, the system creates two types of processes: MapTask and ReduceTask. map function is executed by MapTask, while join and reduce functions are executed by ReduceTask. The executing process is presented as Fig.1 . In summary, a Map-Join-Reduce task goes through three stages: Map, Join and Reduce. VOLUME 7, 2019 • In the Map stage, it analyzes, partitions and combines data from clients. And the produced result is delivered to Join. The biggest difference, when it is compared with a Map task in MapReduce, lies in its partition function: by adopting the one-to-many shuffling strategy, a data set can be copied to more than one Reduce node to apply join operation on multiple data sets.
• In the Join stage, it receives data from different Map nodes using a joiner list to sequentially process the received data. And the produced result is delivered to Reduce.
• In the Reduce stage, the output of Join is aggregated and written to the file system. In Map-Join-Reduce, the partition signature of an intermediate pair is a k-dimensional vector. However, Hadoop can only shuffle an intermediate pair based on a single value partition signature. Converting k-dimensional signature into a single value is presented as formula (1) [11] :
Assuming k-dimensional partition function signature is x 1 , . . . , x k and k partition function parameters are {n 1 , . . . , n k }, the result is calculated corresponding to number of Reduce nodes. It should be mentioned that k-dimensional partition function may contain null values. These null values need to be replaced before calculation.
B. HASKELL LANGUAGE
Functional programming is a style of programming, which focuses on ''what'' is being computed rather than ''how'', much like the way we define mathematical functions [12] . Compared with imperative programming, it promotes the use of a number of simple execution units so that the results continue a progressive process to realize derivation of complex operations step by step.
Haskell is a standardized purely functional programming language. It uses a collection of functions to achieve the desired purposes through a series of functions. A Haskell function consists of two parts: one is its function signature defined by types of parameters and return values; the other is its function body that implements the function. A function may have more than one body. Which body should be called depends on pattern matching of parameters. As an implicit parallel execution language, Haskell can well portray some of the upper parallel executions. Benefiting from strong static type and abstract style, Haskell can be used to create executable specifications, which contributes to the software design process.
The map function in Haskell is used to map a function to each element of a list. It is defined as follows: 
III. OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH METHOD
This paper presents a Haskell-based description method of Map-Join-Reduce programming model. By dividing MapJoin-Reduce programming model into three modules, we describe the execution process in detail.
Jeffrey and Ghemawat defined MapReduce programming model and discussed its related implementation aspects. In Fig. 2 , we present the baseline of MapReduce, where two main functions of MapReduce are map and reduce [6] .
For Map-Join-Reduce programming model, join function is introduced specially. An analysis task, which contains n data sets, usually needs to include n map functions and n-1 join functions. The details of the model are shown in Fig. 3 . The new definition of functions is as follows [11] :
Two inputs of join j function are most from the outputs of join j−1 and map function. Specially, the two inputs of join 1 are from the outputs of map functions. Generally, the first input comes from the join function, the second input is from the FIGURE 2. Map-Reduce programming model [6] .
FIGURE 3.
Map-Join-Reduce programming model [11] . map function. Hence, this paper divides Map-Join-Reduce programming model into three modules: Map module, Join module and Reduce module.
• For the Map module, there are four parts: 1) using map function to process the input data sets; 2) partitioning the processed results; 3) aggregating data of each partition; 4) using combine function to process the aggregation results.
• For the Join module, it is mainly divided into two parts: 1) performing a merge-join algorithm for each input data set; 2) using join function to process the sorted results.
• For the Reduce module, it only needs to deal with the result of Join module and output the final results. Specific definitions of Map module, Reduce module and Join module are introduced in the next sections.
IV. DEFINITION OF MAP MODULE
The function of moduleMap implements the function of a single Map node in Map stage. After a set of input data is processed, the result will be assigned to a desired Reduce node. The function of moduleMap is defined as follows:
moduleMap filtert table=map (reducePerKey cOM-BINER.groupByKey)
$partition hashpair hashcode $mapPerKey filtert table
The function of moduleMap is divided into four parts: 1) mapPerKey function processes the data set by userdefined mAP function;
2) partition function partitions the processed data; 3) groupByKey function aggregates data of each partition; 4) reducePerKey function combines the corresponding value for each key. The structure of moduleMap function is presented in Fig. 4 . Each box represents a function. The asterisk indicates a standard function in the Haskell language library, such as map function. Functions without asterisks are new functions VOLUME 7, 2019 defined in this paper. As for other custom functions, such as filtert and table function, we do not mark them in the figure.
A. mapPerKey FUNCTION
The input of mapPerKey is of dictionary type (dictionaries are also known as association lists). The mapPerKey applies user-defined function map on the corresponding data sets to continue filtration treatment. The function of mapPerKey is defined as follows:
The mapPerKey function includes four parts: 1) Convert the input of Map type into that of list type for the next step;
2) Use user-defined function mAP to process the converted results;
3) Use filter function to filter out non-conforming tuples, where isJust function judges whether the tuple should be filtered or not; 4) Convert results of Maybe type into normal ones by applying unJust function.
The structure of mapPerkey function is shown as Fig. 5 . The function of filter is a standard function in Haskell, which takes a Boolean function and a list as input. The elements in the list are judged by the Boolean function: if the result of judgment is true, the element is remained; otherwise, it is deleted. The function of toList converts between Map type and list type.
The function of uncurry converts a binary function into a unary function, i.e., two inputs are merged into a tuple.
Its specific definition is as follows:
Auxiliary function isJust makes a judgment for keys. It returns False if the key is Nothing. It is specifically defined as follows:
Auxiliary function unJust processes the keys of key/value pairs. It removes the prefix Just of a key, which converts a pair into a general one. The specific definition of unJust is as follows:
Since one-to-more shuffling strategy is introduced, the partitioning process in Map-Join-Reduce programming model is more complicated. The specific mechanisms of partition function will be described. The partition function firstly applies each user-defined hashcode to key/value pairs. The output which is an array corresponds to the output of each hash function. Because an element in the array may be empty, the output type is defined as Maybe, in which the value is Nothing when it is empty. As stated in the literature [7] , array is converted to an integer value or many integer values, and finally the key/value pairs are assigned to the integer values of the corresponding partition. The partition function is defined as follows:
partition hashpair hashcode pairs=map select rnodenum where rnodetotalnum=foldl1 ( * ) hashpair rnodenum= [1. .rnodetotalnum] select part=filter fulfil pairs There are three steps for partition function: 1) Compute the number of Reduce nodes by user-defined function hashpair;
2) According to the number of Reduce nodes, generate a numbered list;
3) Judge each number. If the results contain the partition number after applying hashcode function, put key/value pairs into the corresponding partition.
The structure of partition function is presented in Fig. 6 . This figure does not show recursive relations. For instance, esNull function calls itself indirectly when it calls another function mlist. The entire esNull function contains more complex structures, which are not described in the figure.
The foldl1 is a variant of foldl in Haskell. The inputs are a binary function and a list. The foldl1 processes the elements of a list in turn and gets the final results.
The hashpair is a list: each element is a user-defined partition number, where each element corresponds to the number to take remainder in hash function, which is also corresponding to the number of partitions for data set. The rnodetotalnum takes the result of foldl1 function as input and outputs the number of Reduce nodes. The number of each Reduce node is stored in rnodenum. select function processes these numbers. If the result contains the partition number through hashcode, key/value pairs will be put into the corresponding partition. Key/value pairs belonging to the same Reduce node are placed in one list.
The auxiliary functions are presented in Fig. 6 .
1) FULFIL FUNCTION
The fulfil function firstly processes the key/value pair by applying a user-defined function hashcode, then uses tran function to convert the result to an integer value, finally determines whether the number corresponding to Reduce node belongs to the set of integer values. The fulfil function is defined as follows:
The fulfill function involves three steps: 1) Evaluate hash by user-defined function hashcode; 2) Transform the results into a numbered list by tran function;
3) Apply elem function to determine whether the part belongs to the numbered list.
The elem function is used to determine whether an element exists in a list. The inputs are an element and a list, while the output is a Boolean value. For example, elem 5 [1] , [4] , [5] , [22] = True.
2) TRAN FUNCTION
The tran function firstly eliminates Nothing values by substituting the range of the data set corresponding to the hash function values, and then converts each list to an integer value.
The tran function is defined as follows:
The tran function involves two steps: 1) Use esNull function to process Nothing in the list, eliminate Nothing value, and generate a list containing a plurality of lists;
2) Eliminate the Just prefix of each element in the list, which transforms the Maybe type to a generic type, and use the list hashpair and the list without elements of Maybe type to generate the final partition number.
3) ESNULL FUNCTION
The input of esNull function is a list of elements of the type Maybe Int, and the output is a list of lists. The specific role of esNull function is to eliminate all the Nothing elements in the list, by replacing it with the range corresponding to hash function to generate a list of lists. The esNull function is defined as follows: The esNull function involves four parts: 1) Judge whether the index is Nothing. If so, return a list containing the list directly, otherwise continue processing;
2) Apply addmaybelist to transform the range of the hash function corresponding to the index of Nothing to Maybe type, i.e., adding Just prefixes;
3) Use onetomul function and the results generated in 2) to transform the original list into a plurality of lists; 4) Use concateMap function to apply esNull function, which processes each list and merges the results.
The esNull firstly seeks for the index in Nothing. When the index is empty, the output list only contains the original input list, otherwise Nothing element would be eliminated, then continue subsequent operations.
The elemIndex in Haskell is used to get the index of an element in a list. The input is an element or a list of elements of the same type, and the output is a value of Maybe type. When an element is found, it returns the corresponding Just index, where index indicates the index of the element. Otherwise, it returns Nothing.
The Auxiliary function blist returns a tuple, which is generated by splitting at the Nothing element.
blist = splitAt(unJust index) parlist
The splitAt in Haskell is used to split a list. The inputs are an index and a list, and the outputs are two lists, which are generated by splitting the input list at the position where the index is.
Auxiliary function addmaybelist takes an integer as input, and outputs a list of elements of Maybe Int type. The range of these elements is from 0 to a − 1. Here, these numbers will be converted to values of Maybe Int type for facilitating the subsequent processing. Since these numbers are replaced with Nothing elements of the list, they need to be converted here into Maybe Int type in order to ensure the consistency of the type.
Auxiliary function nonum gets the element next to a Nothing element in a list. As the order of elements of parts in correspondence with the hash function, it is possible to find out the index of a Nothing element. nonum function is defined as follows: nonum=fetchnum $ splitAt (unJust index) parts where fetchnum (x,y) =head y The nonum function can be divided into two parts: 1) Use splitAt function to split parts at the position where the index value (i.e., Nothing) is;
2) Use fetchnum function to get the first element of the second element of the result of 1).
4) GETNUM FUNCTION
The inputs of getnum function contain two lists of integers, and the output is an integer. Two lists correspond to the parts list of the number of partitions for each hash function, as well as the number of each partition calculated by keycode. According to the calculation format defined in literature [7] , it outputs an integer, which corresponds to the Reduce node number. Fig. 7 . The insertWith in Haskell is used to insert a key/value pair into an association list. The inputs contain a binary-variable function, a key/value pair and an association list, while the output is an association list. Assuming the key/value pair to insert is (k 1 , v 1 ). If there exists a pair (k 2 , v 2 ) in the association list and k 1 = k 2 , they will be combined as (k 1 otherwise, (k 1 , v 1 ) is directly inserted into the list. empty represents an empty list.
D. reducePerKey FUNCTION
The reducePerKey function aggregates partly by using userdefined function cOMBINER. This stage is user-selectable. It generally performs the same function as reduce function, which is equivalent to achieving a partial aggregation in Map. It reduces the amount of intermediate data transmission and decreases network bandwidth consumption. The cOMBINER function firstly aggregates data and then converts it to a list. The reducePerKey function is defined as follows:
reducePerKey cOMBINER=toList .mapWithKey cOMBINER The reducePerKey function is divided into two parts: 1) Use mapWithKey function to process each key by userdefined cOMBINER function;
2) Use toList function to convert the result from Map type to list type.
The structure of reducePerKey is presented in Fig. 8 . The mapWithKey in Haskell is similar to map function. The inputs are a unary function and an association list. And the output is also an association list, which is obtained by applying the unary function to each key/value pair.
V. DEFINITION OF JOIN MODULE
The moduleJoin uses jOIN function to join two data sets. The method used in Map-Join-Reduce programming model is merge-sort join. It also mentions that only equal join is allowed. Thus, the following processing only concerns equal join. We briefly introduce merge-sort join here: it firstly sorts corresponding attributes of two connection-desired tables, then merges two sorted tables and puts records that meet the join condition into a result set. The specific process is as follows: 1) We firstly compare the first records of two tables. If they are equal, two records are directly put into the result set; otherwise, the smaller record is removed. 2) We then continue to compare the next records until a table is empty. The join function processes records of the result set in turn. According to the above steps, the joined attributes processed by the join function are certainly equal. 
joinByKey join ab =jointwolist $mergejoin ab The moduleJoin function involves five parts: 1) Use mergejoin function to merge and sort two data sets to be processed;
2) Use jointwolist function to join the merged results; 3) Use concat to merge the results of 2); 4) Group the result of 3) by groupByKey, which combines the key/value pairs with the same key; 5) Convert the grouped results into a list of lists by tolist function.
The structure of moduleJoin is presented in Fig. 9 . The joinByKey joins two data sets of different types, which involves two steps: firstly mergejoin function merges and sorts these two data sets, then the user-defined function jointwolist is called to process the result set and generate the final results. The two functions are introduced in the following parts.
A. MERGEJOIN FUNCTION
The mergejoin firstly sorts two data sets by applying sortBykey function, then merges the data sets by applying merge function. The data that satisfies the equivalent condition are stored into the result set. The mergejoin function is defined as follows:
The mergejoin involves two steps: 1) Use sortBykey function to sort two lists, respectively; 2) Merge the sorted lists by merge function. The structure of mergejoin is presented as Fig. 10 . Auxiliary function sortBykey sorts key/value pairs according to keys. It uses the standard sortBy function in Haskell.
sortBykey =sortBy (\(x1,y1) (x2,y2)->compare x1 x2) The sortBy is similar to sort in Haskell, which sorts the elements of a list according to a self-defined function. The inputs are a binary function and a list. And it uses the binary function to decide how to sort the elements.
The merge function merges the elements in two sorted lists. It generates one tuple for two key/value pairs with the equivalent keys and produces the final result. The merge is defined recursively: 1) When one of the input lists is empty, the output is empty; 2) When neither of the input lists is empty, it compares the keys of the first key/value pairs of two lists. If the keys are equal, it generates a tuple for these two key/value pairs, and continues to merge the rest of lists; otherwise, the pair with a smaller key is removed and the merging process continues. The merge function is defined as follows:
The jointwolist function firstly converts the user-defined function jOIN into an unary function, and then uses map to process elements of the merged list in turn. The jointwolist function is defined as follows:
The structure of jointwolist is presented in Fig. 11 . 
VI. DEFINITION OF REDUCE MODULE
The moduleReduce function is the last part of mapJoinReduce function, which processes the merged results by the userdefined rEDUCE function. The moduleReduce function is defined as follows: moduleReduce rEDUCE=map rEDUCE The structure of modulReduce is presented in Fig.12.   FIGURE 12 . Structure of modulReduce function.
VII. CASE STUDY
To increase confidence in the specification, we test the proposed executable specification by running through a case. We coded the case using WinGHCi c.id Now we join these three tables. There are two equal join statements in the query. We implement them by using two join functions, respectively. Firstly, three tables are filtered by applying map functions; then, two join functions are used to join the intermediate results; finally, the reduce function processes the joined results.
A. MAP STAGE
In Map stage, the data sets are processed, partitioned, arrogated and combined by map functions.
Firstly, the input data is represented as follows: customer=fromList[ (1, (Liu, 18) ), (2, (Li, 25) ), (3, (Zhang, 30) ), (4, (Yang, 22) The key/value pair in customer is (customer_id, (name, age)); the key/value pair in record is ((date, cid, oid), num) ; the key/value pair in object is (object_id, (price, type) ).
According to the above SQL queries, there is a filtering condition corresponding to each data set. We implement three filter functions as follows:
then (Just a,b) else (Nothing,b) The three filtering functions correspond to SQL filtering conditions, respectively. If the input meets the condition, the Just prefix is added; otherwise, the key is set as Nothing.
In this case, the results do not need to be processed by complex cOMBINER function. Therefore, we define cOMBINER function simply as follows:
cOMBINER kv = v Then, we use previously defined filter1, filter2 and filter3 to process three data sets, which is implemented as follows:
Assume that there is only one Reduce node. In order to facilitate subsequent processing, the function hashpair and hashcode are defined as follows:
As we can see, the parameter of each hash function is 1, and the result of hash function is a constant, i.e, Just 0.
For functions mapresult1,mapresult2 and mapresult3, we compiled and ran them in GHCi. The filtered results are shown as follows:
[[ (1, [(3, 1, 8) , (2, 1, 5) The jOIN function joins the filtered results to obtain the desired key/value pairs. We implement two join functions, respectively: The above results indicate that the initial data sets are filtered by Map module, where key/value pairs with the same key are merged together. Since there is only one Reduce node, the input of the Reduce node should be one list. To achieve that, we apply join1 and join2 functions in sequence.
joinresult1=modulejoin join1 (concat mapresult1) (concat mapresult2) joinresult2=modulejoin join2 joinresult1 (concat mapresult3)
As previously mentioned, join1 takes the outputs of the first and the second Map nodes as input. The result of join1 and the output of the third Map node are used as input for join2.
We use concat to process the output of each Map node. As a standard function in Haskell, concat merges several lists into one list. The input is a list of lists and the output is a list. concat is implemented as follows:
The results of joinresult1 and joinresult2 are as follows.
[ (1, [(4, 10) The rEDUCE function processes the value list corresponding to each key word: get the final result of each key word through multiplying each tuple of the list and accumulating the products. It is implemented as follows:
The result of join2 is the input of reduce function. The executable code in GHCi is as follows:
The final output is [(1,990.0),(4,600.0)]. It is correct. The executing process is shown in Fig. 13 , where the arrow indicates the direction of data flow, the solid line represents reading local data, the dotted line represents reading remote data.
VIII. RELATE WORK
MapReduce is a parallel programming model proposed by Google in 2004, which can be used to process large datasets. By restricting the programming model, it is easy to parallelize and distribute computations and to make such computations fault tolerant [6] . Hadoop provides an open-source software framework for the distributed processing across clusters of computers using the MapReduce programming model [13] - [15] . Yahoo, Facebook and many other Internet companies have also developed their own platforms based on Hadoop [16] , [17] . Bu Y et al. proposed a novel parallel and distributed system that supports large-scale iterative data analysis applications, which is built on top of Hadoop. It also extends Hadoop with a new programming model and several important optimizations [18] . Gu R et al. explored an approach to optimize the job and task execution mechanism, and presented an optimized version of Hadoop, named SHadoop. And it improves the execution performance of MapReduce jobs [19] . Pig Latin is a dataflow language of Yahoo, which fits in a sweet spot between SQL and MapReduce. The accompanying system, Pig, is fully implemented, and compiles Pig Latin into physical plans that are executed over Hadoop [20] .
MapReduce programming model is a typical paradigm for large scale data processing. There is a big difference in performance between Mapreduce and traditional parallel databases [21] , [22] . Map-Reduce-Merge programming model refers to the basic structure and functions of MapReduce and adds Merge phase to the original model, which efficiently merges data already partitioned and sorted (or hashed) by Map and Reduce modules [23] . However, joining of multiple data sets needs to be transformed into a certain amount of two-way join while processing, which requires programmers to manually optimize work-flow and therefore hinders its applicability. Considering this, Jiang et al. proposed Map-Join-Reduce programming model, which can be used to efficiently process complex data analytical tasks on large clusters. The novelty of Map-Join-Reduce is that it introduces a filtering-join-aggregation programming model and supports multiway join operation [11] .
There is various formal or semi-formal researches about programming models [24] - [29] . Lämmel [7] delivered the first rigorous description of the MapReduce model including its advancement as Google's domain-specific language Sawzall, which is defined in Haskell as an executable specification. Berthold et al. [24] presented two parallel implementations for MapReduce skeleton in the parallel Haskell extension Eden. Ruiz et al. [25] used the timed process algebra BTC to model the MapReduce framework and evaluated the resulting formal model within a Hadoopbased application about real social media data. Lin et al. [26] developed a generic framework called ABS-YARN based on the formal modeling language real-time ABS, which can be used for prototyping YARN and modeling job execution. Ono et al. [27] constructed an abstract model of MapReduce computation with the proof assistant Coq and verified actual running codes of a Hadoop MapReduce application formally. Reddy et al. [28] proposed a holistic approach to verify the correctness of Hadoop systems using model checking techniques. Zhou et al. [29] proposed a model called SDAC for analysis of the execution semantics of data processing framework in cloud, compared SDAC with the Aeolus model and evaluated SDAC by analyzing a MapReduce case and other applications. The solutions stated above are meaningful attempts on applying formalization approaches in cloud computing fields. We are inspired by the above work and propose an executable specification for Map-Join-Reduce. Compared with the above work, we focus on a filtering-joinaggregation programming model Map-Join-Reduce, supporting join in system level rather than application level, instead of MapReduce, Hadoop or other frameworks.
We also used Haskell to give a rigorous description of Map-Reduce-Merge programming model [8] . Based on this description, we analyzed features of Merge module, which inspires ideas and provides theoretical foundation for this work about the programming model supporting join operation. Both of the approaches in this paper and in reference [8] are attempts on Haskell-based description methods of MapReduce programming models that support join operations [30] . However, the description objects are different. The description object in reference [8] is Map-Reduce-Merge model, which enables the processing multiple datasets by adding a coordinator module (i.e., Merge) [23] . The description object in this paper is Map-Join-Reduce model, which is characterized by the filtering-join-aggregation process and aims to not only alleviate development effort but also improve the performance of multiway join processing [31] . We focus more on the description of Join and its effects in this paper instead of the Merge module.
IX. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an executable specification for Map-Join-Reduce programming model. We present a strict description of each module in Haskell, and test the specification by running through an example. To our best knowledge, this is the first Haskell-based executable specification of Map-Join-Reduce. The capabilities of functional language, such as strong type checking, are more conducive to the process of software design. We believe that the most important function of a formal specification is guaranteeing the target informal or semi-formal model with interesting properties on security, correctness and soundness without logic loopholes.
Inspired by the work [27] , we would deliver further research on verification of Map-Join-Reduce applications. First, we would develop an abstract model of Map-JoinReduce computation in Coq. Concretely, mappers, combiners, partitioners, joiners and reducers might be modeled as functions. Specifications of Map-Join-Reduce applications would be expressed in terms of invariants among functions involving their mapper, combiners, partitioners, joiners and reducers. Then, we would formally discuss correctness of typical Map-Join-Reduce applications, such as TPC-H Q3 query [11] , to explore modular verification of Map-JoinReduce applications. Next, since Coq supports extraction of Haskell, OCaml and so on, we would extract Haskell programs from Coq proofs. We would also compare the extracted Haskell version with our specification presented in this paper. As far as we know, there is no standard open source implementation of Map-Join-Reduce. So, we could not verify it just as the direct verification of Java programs of Hadoop MapReduce in [27] . However, delivering a prototype for Map-Join-Reduce would still contribute to improving the model and developing its program verification. Finally, based on the above steps, we would propose such a verified prototype. 
